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Abstract
We present here a discussion about different methods to perform Named Entity Recognition tasks in
order to extract geographic entities from the English translation of an Armenian text of the eighth
century. Even though many tools are available and perform quite well with modern English, in this
case they are only able to detect a very low percentage of the named geographic places. We compared
four existing tools: NLTK and spaCy Python libraries, among the most used for NER tasks, TagMe,
an entity linking tool that provide an annotation of found entities with Wikipedia pages, and Flair,
a PyTorch library. We set these tools in order to select only geographical entities and we also tried
two mixed methods: the best results on our data-set have been obtained by combining Flair and
TagMe outputs with geographical clustering.
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1. Introduction
As ancient and medieval texts increasingly become available in digital form, possibilities are
opened for historians to perform not only traditional critical analysis, but also computationally-
supported analysis of their contents. Alongside this, the explosion in technological possibilities
clearly presents many opportunities to enrich the text, such as adding multimodal information
or automatically extracting and highlighting some relevant information using natural language
processing (NLP) techniques such as, for example, Named Entity Recognition (NER): iden-
tifying named entities that appear in unstructured texts and classifying them into categories
(such as person, location, organization etc.). A related but slightly more complex task is
Named Entity Linking (NEL), that adds the disambiguation step. We focus here on a par-
ticular sub-task of NER/NEL: the automatic extraction of geographical names in historical
corpora. Although existing tools can achieve remarkable results with modern documents in
the major world languages [32, 27], ancient and medieval texts pose particular challenges due
to linguistic and geographical changes that take place over time, especially where the names
or boundaries of those places or locations have changed. We provide here a case study using
the English translation of an Armenian text of the VIII century, the History of Ghewond, for
which (despite the robust support in general for English-language texts) existing NER toolkits
performed quite badly. We tested four different tools (NLTK, Spacy, TagME, and Flair) to
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extract geographical names and we compared the results. F-measures appeared to exhibit low
values when confronted with the ones usually obtained with contemporary texts. We show
that, by combining the outputs of the two best-performing tools, TagMe and Flair, with a geo-
graphical clustering, we can substantially improve their performance. We additionally modified
the output of the tool TagMe that links the entities in the text to their respective Wikipedia
pages, so that using the Wikipedia API we can select geographical places and directly extract
the coordinates (when available) to create maps. Our main goal here is twofold: on the one
hand, to compare the performance of four well-known NER toolkits on a challenging dataset
(that is part of a larger collection of texts) and discuss the possible reasons of unsatisfying
results; on the other hand, starting from the slightly more promising results of the toolkits
trained on Wikipedia data, to explore new ways to retrieve information from this knowledge
base to improve the results and lay the foundations to train a new and more performative
model in the future.

2. Related Work
Named‐entity recognition in historical texts is known to be a challenging problem [38] and es-
pecially for geographical places that have changed name over time or ceased to exist: empirical
evidence suggests indeed that the more recent the texts, the more entities could be detected
[13].

First, researchers have tackled the problem by developing different NER methods for identi-
fying place references in a specific text or corpus, often enriched through the use of gazetteers.
Most of them are rule-based or make use of the NLP Stanford NER tool: historical newspa-
per collections [12, 25, 26, 33, 28], literature [9, 10], British parliamentary proceedings [19],
Turkish texts [26], Arabic historical texts [6, 36], Latin corpora [14], UK census data [30].
Similarly, some more general platforms have been created in order to be applied to different
data-sets: the VARD tool [5] pre-processes historical corpora to propose modern equivalents
alongside historical spelling variants; a digital geo-temporal gazetteer has been proposed in
[29]; the Edinburgh Geoparser [2] and Recogito [37] recognise mentions of place names in text
and assist in their disambiguation with respect to existing gazetteers. On the other hand, in
[20] and [18] the authors provide a comparison of some existing geoparsers that make use of
gazetteers, showing that they still have several limitations.

Secondly, in the last two decades researchers have been discussing the importance of Ge-
ographic Information Systems (GIS) technologies in the pursuit of historical research [16, 4,
17] and the necessity of introducing unsupervised methods which would allow a move from
rule-based systems toward more data-driven approaches [11]. In [31] the authors discuss a
combination of spatial analysis and natural language processing techniques in the field of ar-
chaeology. A mixed method that combines NLP and geospatial clustering has been proposed
in [23] to identify places in housing advertisements: even if the inputs here are not historical
data, the challenge is similar since many local place names either have not been registered in
gazetteers or appear in abbreviated forms that do not appear.

Thirdly, some recent work has suggested that results improve when several tools are com-
bined. In [39] the authors propose a method that considers five NER tools through a voting
system, which produced a better performance than any single tool. Similarly, GeoTxt [24] is
a geoparser for unstructured streaming text that supports multiple NER methods.
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3. The Dataset
The History of Ghewond covers events in and around Armenia from ca. 632 to 788, focusing
on the Arab domination of the region and especially the transition from Umayyad to Abbasid
rule and its effects on Armenian politics and society. It is a short text (25K words) but the
geographical range is broad, covering the centers of power of the Caliphate, the territories
both of the former Roman Armenia and the so-called Persarmenia, as well as references to
Byzantine and Khazar places. The impetus for the study was the desire to identify and
collect the context for place names in works of Armenian history, while being fully aware that
NER tools for the Classical Armenian language are not in a particularly advanced state of
development. The solution that seemed obvious was to analyse modern English translations
of the texts. For the initial attempt we used the English translation of Ghewond’s History
made in 2006 by Robert Bedrosian, who is well known for his translations of several works of
Armenian history. Bedrosian’s translation style is to stay as close as possible to the original
text phrasings, and in particular to render all proper names in a direct transliteration from
their forms in the Armenian alphabet. While this is a welcome and helpful translation strategy
from the perspective of historians of the medieval Caucasus, the place names themselves can
be difficult both for untrained human readers and for neural networks to recognise. Adding
to the complication is the fact that, in medieval Armenian society, territories and their ruling
clans often carried the same names; this means that, for example, any occurrence of a name
such as “Rshtunik” must be examined for context to determine whether this is a mention of
a place or a group of persons. In order to compare the outputs of several NER approaches,
we manually created a gold standard to list the geographical entities and their occurrences:
we found 199 entities with 303 total occurrences in the text. The most frequent are Armenia,
Judaea, Vaspurakan, Byzantine territory, Damascus, Byzantium, Asorestan.

4. Methods
All the codes and the data can be found on GitHub 1.

4.1. NER tools
First of all we briefly describe here the tools that we used.

NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit)2 and spaCy3 are libraries for NLP written in Python.
They were originally developed for English and perform tasks such as tokenization, classifica-
tion and part-of-speech tagging. NLTK [7, 8], developed by the University of Pennsylvania,
is intended to support research while spaCy [22], published under the MIT license, is more
application-oriented. The set of labels offered by the standard English models of NLTK and
spaCy libraries include a GPE label for geopolitical entities as countries, cities, states and a LOC
label for physical locations as mountain ranges, rivers, seas. We selected entities detected in
our text with both labels.

Flair is a relatively new library, open source and developed in Python by the Humboldt
University of Berlin and Zalando Research, that offers support for common NLP tasks including
Named Entity Recognition [1]. This service seems to be more powerful than spaCy, but it must

1https://github.com/tambu85/ancient_text_NER
2https://www.nltk.org/
3https://spacy.io/
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be observed that Flair is (a bit) slower and is currently available for only a few languages. For
our purposes we selected only entities classified with the LOC label.

TagMe4 is an impressive entity linking tool, developed by the University of Pisa[15], that
identifies meaningful spots in an unstructured text and links each of them to a pertinent
Wikipedia page. For this reason it has been used for disambiguation tasks [35]. TagMe usually
performs very well with short texts, but it can also be used on longer ones. Given an input text,
the TagMe API 5 provides a list of annotations, meaning a list of pairs (spot,entity), where
each spot is a substring of the input text and each entity is a reference to a unique Wikipedia
page representing the meaning of that spot, in that context. TagMe computes for each entity
a link probability lp that measures how frequently the spot text is used to link exactly that
entity page. Moreover, TagMe associates a value ρ (rho) to each annotation, which estimates
a confidence score of the annotation among the possible entities. In TagMe there is also a
parameter that can be used to fine-tune the disambiguation process, either to select the most
common topics for a spot or to take the context of each spot more into account (we selected this
second option). This parameter could be useful when annotating particularly fragmented text,
such as tweets, where it would be better to favor the most common topics because the context
is less reliable for disambiguation. Supported values are floats in the range [0,0.5], default
is 0.3. It should be noted that TagMe itself does not provide any sort of classification of the
entities and it was not designed for this task. Nevertheless, we noticed that it was able to detect
many geographical entities that the other tools missed: one reason could be that Wikipedia
often reports also the ancient names of places. Then we added our own basic classification
by filtering the results using a SPARQL query through the Wikidata Query Service6 to select
only geographical places. Moreover, when the geographical coordinates were available in the
page, we added them to the output: in the appendix we provide all the statistics about this
extension of TagMe.

4.2. Mixed approaches
We applied the above-mentioned tools to our historical text and evaluated the results, com-
paring them with a gold standard of manual annotations: in the next section we will provide
the well-known evaluation measures. None of the tools provided exceptional results, but the
best ones were obtained by TagMe and Flair, even if these tools are significantly slower than
spaCy and NLTK. We then tried to improve the results, proposing two other methods:

• M1 we simply considered the union of the results of TagMe and Flair;

• M2 we ran a geographical clustering to discard non-meaningful TagMe results and then
we considered the union of these filtered results with Flair.

Note that in M2 we are considering only the entities with coordinates, and among them
we perform another selection with clustering. We chose DBSCAN, a popular density-based
clustering algorithm, and we set the parameters (ϵ = 10, minpts = 30) following the standard
procedure and computing the k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) for different values of k [21]. In
section 5 we show how this is a valid approach to remove many false positives from the TagMe
output.

4https://sobigdata.d4science.org/web/tagme/tagme-help
5An official wrapper for Python is available here: https://github.com/marcocor/tagme-python
6https://query.wikidata.org/
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4.3. Validation and Evaluation
We selected the LOC and GPE entities detected by NLTK, spaCy and Flair and the Wikipedia
entities labeled as geographical ones by our SPARQL query. Then we validated the results
by comparing them with a gold standard that we produced manually. We had to define some
rules for some corner cases:

• Ethnonym references. Many entities are of this form: Armenian (lords), land of the
Aghuanians or Byzantine territory. Nevertheless, we have to report that most of
the time such expressions are not detected by any of the methods described (with some
exception recognized by TagMe and Flair). We decided to consider as true positives only
expressions that include a geographical element such as the country of Armenians or
Byzantine territory.

• Temporally ambiguous results. An example is Syria, for which TagMe occasionally
provides a link to the modern republic, while in the text the author is referring to
the Roman province; these two geographical areas overlap but are not coterminous. In
the Appendix we report the percentage of the completely matching entities. In this
context, in order to compare TagMe usefully with the other tools, we did not consider
the entity linking (EL) evaluation, but only the NER task: the annotation is labeled as
correct if the spot is indeed a location in essentially the right place. Conversely, when we
had to deal with geographical clustering (mixed method M2) only the entities with the
correct coordinates were considered valid. Another example is the entity Iberia that
TagMe associates (in different occurrences) to two different Wikipedia pages:Iberian
Peninsula and Kingdom of Iberia. For NER task, both are considered correct since
Iberia is a geographical entity in the text, while for EL task in M2 only the second is
considered correct.

To evaluate the results we used the three common measures in classification tasks: precision,
recall and F1-measure [3, 34]. Here we briefly review their formula and meaning in our context.
Our task is to find geographical entities and we have a gold standard (the correct list) to
compare them. For each tool we can count:

• TP (true positives), number of entities correctly labeled as locations;

• FP (false positives), number of entities incorrectly labeled as locations;

• FN (false negatives), number of entities which were not labeled as locations but should
have been.

From this we can compute precision and recall:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(1)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2)

These measures are not particularly useful metrics if used individually, since a high value for
one of them does not necessarily represent a good performance. Instead, we consider the
F1-measure (or F-score), the harmonic mean of the previous measures, to evenly weight them:

F1 =
2 ∗ Precision ∗Recall

Precision+Recall
(3)

The F1-measure produces values in [0, 1] where 1 represents perfect precision and recall.
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Tool Precision Recall F1-measure
NLTK 0.404 0.405 0.404
spaCy 0.668 0.385 0.488
TagMe 0.537 0.473 0.503
Flair 0.772 0.677 0.721
M1 0.589 0.796 0.677
M2 0.738 0.760 0.748

Table 1
Precision, recall, and F-measure for each method tested. M2, a combined approach of Flair, TagMe and
geographical clustering gives the best F1-score.

5. Results
In Table 1 we give the evaluation measures that were computed for the different methods that
we used to detect entities defining locations in Ghewond’s History.

The values are surprisingly low if compared with the average results on known datasets,
where these NER tools usually give F-measures that far exceed 0.9. These low values represent a
clear example of how the NER task can still present research challenges, especially on historical
texts. Some comments about the comparison:

• NLTK is the worst-performing tool, with very low values for each measure;

• spaCy performs a little better than NLTK in terms of precision, meaning that there is
a smaller fraction of FP (entities incorrectly labeled as locations) but the recall is very
low due to a high number of missed entities (FN);

• TagMe performs slightly better than the previous two, with similar values for precision
and recall;

• Flair is the best among the four tools and exhibits the best precision score among all the
proposed methods.

It is important to note that low recall scores are partially a consequence of our choice to
consider as TP expressions like country / land of the Armenians since they appear many
times in the text but are only rarely captured by the tools. This is not necessarily a problem,
since we could manually tune many of these tools by adding some specific context-based pattern
matching rules to detect such expressions.

While Flair clearly exhibited the best performance, it must be observed that TagMe detected
many entities that were not captured by the other three, particularly locations of places referred
to using obsolete names (for instance the Roman Province Judaea or the medieval name of
Istanbul, Constantinople). This is due to the fact that TagMe links entities in the text to
their Wikipedia entries, which are often reachable under the several names by which these
places were known during different eras. Moreover, by adding the geographical coordinates we
were able to enrich the output and, since Wikipedia is constantly growing, when repeating the
experiment on Ghewond’s History or other similar texts we can expect to obtain ever better
results.

Since there was a significant subset of entities detected only by TagMe, our next experiment
was to use a mixed approach M1, where we considered the union of the outputs given by Flair
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Figure 1: Comparison of the set of entities with coordinates found by TagMe (top) and result of DBSCAN
algorithm (ϵ = 10, minpts = 30) over the same set (bottom). In particular we want to show that discarding
the noise discriminated by the clustering algorithm we can remove a significant portion of FALSE POSITIVE
(red) and isolate the TRUE POSITIVE (blue).

and TagMe. This gave the best recall score but a lower precision with respect to Flair by
itself: this means that (as would be expected) Flair and TagMe together are less likely to miss
locations, but still produce a large number of entities incorrectly labeled as places. Since Flair
had a high value for precision, the imprecision of the M1 approach clearly originates in TagMe.
To partially mitigate this problem, we made use of the coordinates returned by TagMe: we
selected only those returned entities with geographical coordinates and we ran a clustering
algorithm to detect noise.

In Figure 1 (top) we plot the validated entities with coordinates that were found within the
text using TagMe and Wikipedia queries: blue circles are the true positives, while red crosses
are the false positives. The validation used in this case is a strict one: if an entity appears as a
location, but the coordinates are wrong, we label it as a false positive. We can observe that the
true positives are quite clustered so we ran DBSCAN, an unsupervised clustering algorithm:
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we remark that (as yet) we are not interested in how many or which clusters the algorithm
detected; we have merely used the clustering to remove many false positives, labeled as noise.
In Figure 1 (bottom) we show that this method works quite well, which led us to consider only
the entities within the clusters for the M2 method.

Finally we tried the second mixed approach M2, in which we consider (as in M1) the union
of the outputs given by Flair and TagMe with a clustering step. As shown in the last row of
Table 1, M2 was the best among the six approaches: even if it is not optimal, we obtained the
highest F-score and a good balance among precision and recall. In the appendix we discuss
the results in detail, considering the advantages and disadvantages of the various approaches.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we propose a case study on automatic detection of geographical entities in a
corpus originally written in a medieval minority language. Although an English translation
of the text was available for use, the fact that the place names in the text refer to a totally
different geopolitical system is actually an obstacle for a system trained on modern English,
meaning that “out-of-the-box” NER tools fail most of the time. Indeed, NLTK and spaCy,
the most well-known tools for NER tasks, obtained very low F-measures on our corpus. Our
attempts with TagMe (designed for Entity Linking) and Flair, two different tools both trained
on Wikipedia data, do provide better results. Although these two tools are significantly slower
than NLTK and spaCy, and the execution time can be very important for NLP tasks on
streaming and real-time data, we do not consider this a major problem for a NER task run on
a historical text, since it is likely to be ran only once. Moreover, the modified version of TagMe
that we have devised is even slower due to the use of the Wikipedia API to get coordinates,
which is also impacted by a rate limitation on requests. Concerning the quality of performance
of these tools, we must bear in mind that, since Wikipedia is an online encyclopedia maintained
by a community of volunteer editors, it continuously changes over time: this means that the
results of a repeated analysis could vary (hopefully for the better), or even that larger common
knowledge databases could offer alternative solutions in the future. Finally, we tried two mixed
approaches and found that by combining Flair and TagMe results with clustering techniques
we were able to significantly improve their performance. It is, however, important to note
that this approach can also depend on the type of data: since we knew that most of the
events described in the text happened in a circumscribed area, clustering was helpful in that
it allowed us to discard some entities that were wrongly classified as places. This could also be
the case for other historical texts, but more detailed research on larger datasets could provide
new insights about the usefulness of geographical clustering for entities.

We see different future steps for this research line: (i) this is an initial a case study, so more
tests are needed on other corpora which could also include some comparison with other tools
that gave similar F1 scores on other datasets [24]; (ii) the detection process using TagMe and
geographical clustering could still be improved; (iii) the mixed approach of Flair and TagMe
(maybe perhaps with additional metadata from Wikipedia) could also be used for other types
of entities such as person and organisation names.
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Figure 2: Scatterplot of the detected entities by TagMe according to their values of confidence and link
probability. Each point (ρ, lp) represents a detected entity with confidence ρ and link probability lp; its color
discriminates true positive (blue) and false positive (false).

A. Detailed analysis of TagMe results
In the course of our work we also explored whether we can use the values of the parameters ρ

and lp to better tune the TagMe tool. These values can be used to discard annotations that
are below a given threshold. First of all we visualize the True Positive (TP) and False Positive
(FP) in a scatter plot (see Fig. 2). Even if there are not well-separated clusters, we can see
that there is a higher density of FP for low values of ρ and lp.

We then computed how precision, recall and F1-measures vary when moving the thresholds
of ρ and lp in [0, 1]. When we fix a threshold τ all the TP obtained for values lower than τ

become FN (missed entities). Results are shown in Fig.3 (varying one parameter at a time)
and Fig.4 (varying both parameters). As we can see, the F-measure slowly decreases at the
beginning and then falls. This accords with the recommendation of the TagMe authors, who
indicate values between 0.1 and 0.3 as reasonable threshold for ρ. In our case, we set 0.1 as
threshold for ρ and 0.05 for lp (the recommended standard), but such an approach should be
repeated in other data sets to explore the role of these parameters.

Finally in Tab.2 we report the rates of TP associated with the correct Wikipedia entity
and coordinates, obtained with a double manual validation: TagMe identified the right entity
81% of the times over all detected geographical entities and provided coordinates for 71% of
them. By combining both we obtained the result that 59% of the detected entities are linked
to the right Wikipedia pages that exhibit coordinates. This could surely help in automatically
providing a map of the different entities.
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Figure 3: Precision, Recall and F1-measure changes fixing a threshold on ρ (left) and on lp (right) to discard
some results.

Figure 4: Heatmaps that show how the Precision, Recall and F1-measures change by fixing a threshold on
both ρ and lp (right) to discard some results. For each point (ρi,lpj) we compute the measures selecting
only values that exhibit a confidence ρ ≥ ρi and a linking probability lp ≥ lpj .

Table 2
Rates of entities correctly detected in Wikipedia, entities with coordinates and entities correctly detected in
Wikipedia with coordinates.

Right Entity Linking Coordinates Right Entity Linking and Coordinates
0.81 0.72 0.61
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